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How an education can work for you

By Shawn M. Smith
Staff Writer

Have you ever wondered, "How can I apply my liberal arts education to the business world?"

Wonder no longer. Beginning February 22, MSC will be hosting Thomas G. Gaspar, executive director of Merck's International Division, as part of the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation's Visiting Fellows program. The program was established by the Department of Higher Education to demonstrate the value of humanities and liberal arts studies as preparation for careers in business and other vocations.

The New Jersey Visiting Fellows are senior executives of major New Jersey corporations who spend a week on the campuses of participating colleges helping students and faculty relate a liberal education to the business world.

They will be available for public presentations, classes, informal conversations and counselling.

Gaspar, the Visiting Fellow at MSC for 1987-88, is active in the Governor's Commission on World Trade, Subcommittee on Education, and strongly believes in a liberal arts preparation.

He sees the undergraduate years as a time for exploration and expansion of knowledge, and is interested in making graduates of New Jersey colleges competitive in the job market.

"This is a wonderful opportunity to speak directly, in an informal setting, with a leader of one of the state's, and nation's, corporations," Dr. Edward Martin, MSC dean of students, advises. "I plan to meet with him, and would encourage as many students as possible to also take advantage of this week-long visit."

Professor Robert McCormick of the Spanish/Italian department will be coordinating Gaspar's visit. Questions can be directed to him at 893-4314.

Walters undergoes radiation treatment

By Paul Mampilly
Assignment Editor

MSC President Donald Walters, hospitalized last year for a brain tumor, is recovering from successful radiation treatment according to Acting President Dr. Richard E. Lynde.

Lynde said, "Dr. Walters continues to improve and gain strength. He has just undergone a series of tests after successful radiation treatment and is doing well. The treatment does take its toll physically on a person and hence I can't give any definite date as to when he will be back."

"President Walters has undergone radiation treatment mainly as an outpatient and is at home going through the recovery period," said Lynde. "Walters still needs medication in certain dosages but will be off that in the near future."

"President Walters is looking forward to getting back on his feet," said Lynde, "but will take some time, since radiation treatment is quite traumatic to the system."

"The president is constantly apprised of college business while he recovers and is very much in touch with what is going on. We all hope he will be back soon."

Lynde is the acting president until Walters is fit enough to take over his duties once again. He has been granted leave of absence until May 12 by the Board of Trustees.

Landfill nearing its close

By Paul Mampilly
Assignment Editor

Cleanup of the controversial landfill located next to the New Jersey Broadcasting station on Clove Road is underway and could be completed within a few weeks.

Pat Nieder, director of public information and spokesperson for the college, reported that the work was "almost two thirds of the way done," and is optimistic it will be completed by early February.

Work began late last semester on cleaning the former landfill site. Enroserv Inc., of Clayton, has been excavating the garbage and dirt dumped there under a 1975 contract between MSC and Carrino Trucking and Contracting Co., of Belleville.

The garbage, according to Nieder, "was non toxic and non-hazardous and was not dangerous to the surrounding environment."

The contract, which was signed in February 1975, was approved by the MSC administration despite serious reservations raised by students and residents of the surrounding communities.

Several months after dumping had begun, MSC revoked the contract with Carrino citing violations of the terms proscribed in the contract.

After a protracted litigation lasting almost eight years, the college was ordered by the court to hire another firm.

The public once again began to protest against the landfill, charging that it was a health hazard for students and surrounding residents. Governor Thomas Kean finally put the issue to rest by signing a bill in 1983 that permanently closed the landfill at MSC and prohibited any college in New Jersey from having the same on its premises.

Approximately $450,000 was allocated to MSC in order to close the landfill and clean up the 6700 cubic yards of non-hazardous solid waste dumped there.

Under the clean-up contract, the dumpsite is to be restored to its original state—a rock quarry.

Nieder said, "We hope that eventually when funds become available, the area will be landscaped for a field area."
LA CAMPAÑA
THE YEARBOOK

ANNOUNCES ANOTHER

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING

WED., FEB. 10th 12:00 noon & 6:00pm
Room 111 STudent Center Annex

NEW MEMBERS WELCOME
OLD MEMBERS REQUESTED TO ATTEND

A FUN CLASS ONE ORGANIZATION OF THE SGA
SGA News
Gospel choir celebrates in style
By Mike Heelan
Staff Writer

The SGA Legislature, after a lengthy discussion last night, appropriated $3000 to the Black Student Cooperative Union (BSCU) for gospel choir robes.

An argument opposing the approval of funds was raised concerning BSCU's lack of participation during the SGA fee increase referendum voting in December. However, a new BSCU executive board has since taken office. The BSCU choir will wear these robes to celebrate their 18th anniversary.

The College Parking Committee passed a recommendation to increase the fine from five to twenty dollars for those who park in handicapped spaces. It is awaiting approval from William Griffith, vice president for Administration and Finance.

"Hopefully, this will prove to lower the amount of people who park in these spots," said Michele Lawrence, legislator and Handicapped Committee member.

The college administration has employed Compass, a consulting firm, to recommend the optimum method for meeting the colleges existing auxiliary service needs. The Faculty-Student Cooperative Association, is currently responsible for auxiliary services on campus. Some services are the bookstore, candy store, Rathskellar, gameroom, flea market, and the vending operation.

"The recommendation which is forthcoming will undoubtedly provide the college with a plan for delivering higher quality services, hopefully at a reduced price," said Rob Acerra, SGA president. A final report will be given to the college during mid-March for review by college officials.

Campus Police Report
Indecent exposure under investigation
By Jill Picarra
Staff Writer

A female waiting for a shuttle bus in lot 28 was approached by a male naked from the waist down at approximately 9:00 a.m. on Jan. 28. After exposing himself to her, he jumped into his car and drove away. The female was able to recall the car's license number and the incident is under further investigation.

A purse left on a table in Blanton Hall cafeteria had $185 stolen from it. The rest of the money was left behind. The lost money was stolen between 6:15 p.m. and 6:55 p.m. on Jan. 25. Leather gloves and a cassette tape player were stolen from a 1986 Honda parked along Webster Road. The car was broken into sometime between 11:30 p.m. on Jan. 25 and 8:30 a.m. on Jan. 26.

A 1984 Chevy Montecarlo was stolen from lot 22 on Jan. 27 between 11:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. In lot 28, a 1984 Chevy Camaro was stolen between 10:00 p.m. on Jan. 26 and 3:00 p.m. on Jan. 27.

A Clove Road apartment was broken into somewhere between Jan. 23 and Jan. 27. A color television and a small amount of money were stolen. A purse was stolen from the Rathskellar on Jan. 28 at approximately 12 a.m.

A car caught fire in lot 25 at 5:45 p.m. on Jan. 25. The fire was put out by the Little Falls fire department.

If any student has any further information on any of these or other crimes, they are requested to call campus police at 4111.

Summer tour to Spain
Dr. Joseph Hecht of the retail merchandising and management program will offer area residents the opportunity to tour Spain with him from June 14 to June 24.

The trip will look at the historic and fashion/retail aspects of Spain, and includes detailed visits to Madrid and Barcelona. An English-speaking guide will be provided on the private tours. The cost of the tour is $1,295 and includes airfare, accommodations in three- and four-star hotels and continental breakfast. It is open to students for three credits and to the public on a non-credit basis.

For further information call Hecht at 893-4271.

"WANNA MAKE A DIFFERENCE?"
HERE'S YOUR CHANCE....
**************RA POSITIONS OPEN**************
Applications Available Feb. 1-11
In the Residence Life Office
Bohn Hall - Ext. 4155
Between the hours of 8:30 am - 4:00 pm

**************RA POSITIONS OPEN**************

Information meeting, Wednesday, February 10, 1988
Bohn Hall Back Lounge, 7:30 pm

APPLICATION DEADLINE

FEBRUARY 11, 1988, 4:00 pm
RESIDENCE LIFE OFFICE

BENEFITS:
- Single room at a double room rate
- 14 meal plan waiver
- Salary
- Experience being a leader and role model
- Looks great on a resume!
- Lots of Fun!

2.0 minimum GPA required
- Full time Sophomore or above
Thursday Night
is College Night

with the return of THE PIE FIGHTS
also
50¢ MUGS of Draft COORS and BUD
$3 Pitchers with College ID

call 772-9687
175 Jewell St.
(Corner of Lanza) Garfield

ART, DRAFTING & DESIGN STUDENTS,
We have the Tools for your Success.

Bring your Back to School lists to
Koenig Art Emporium
where you’ll find everything you
need from brushes, pads, paints, &
T-squares to tables, lamps & chairs.

890-8303
Willowbrook Mall
Sears Wing
Discount w/MSC ID
Except Sale Items

Love
confession
from an
anthemaniac.

As you know, anthemaniacs like myself
just go crazy around flowers. So what does
my Valentine send me on Valentine’s Day?
The FTD® Love Note Bouquet!

Well, let me tell you, when I saw those
beautiful flowers in that fine porcelain
bowl it drove me wild. Besides, this glorious
bouquet also came with a note pad and
pencil with which I’ve written my Valentine
every day. And smart Valentines
know it doesn’t cost much to send us
anthemaniacs into this flower frenzy.

Just ask your florist
to have FTD send
one for you.

Love
confession
from an
anthemaniac.
For you to get involved in a very unique service.

The Drop-In Center needs caring and dedicated volunteers. Drop-In today or call 893-5271.

Application Deadline: Feb. 5
Training Begins: Feb. 7

We're located between the Student Center and Richardson Hall

DROP-IN CENTER
PEER COUNSELLING
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL SERVICE
If you are looking for a career in finance, this short test can be the most important one you take before you graduate:

TRUE □ You are a highly motivated, aggressive individual.
□ You’re looking for short term potential for high income.
□ You want long-term growth opportunities.
□ You need a fast-paced, energetic working environment.
□ Before you take your last summer vacation, you’d like to know you have a job to come home to (or begin right away).

We are a young, aggressive investment banking firm ready to train highly motivated graduates seeking a career in financial sales. Benefits include: continuing education for a NASD license, salary plus commission and excellent health benefits.

We are scheduling immediate interviews. If you answered "TRUE" to the above, call or write:

Mr. Eric Ratner, Vice President
Financial Northeastern Corporation
1129 Bloomfield Avenue
West Caldwell, NJ 07006
1-800-FNC-4141
201-882-9337

THE BIGGEST IS LOOKING FOR THE BEST

THE PRUDENTIAL -- the nation's largest diversified financial services organization -- is seeking ambitious and energetic individuals for positions in financial services, computer programming, underwriting, and administration.

We're looking for the most talented future executives we can find! If you have a strong background in accounting, finance, economics, math, computer science, or liberal arts, and are interested in the exciting and challenging positions we have to offer, please submit your resume to your Career Planning Office as soon as possible.

Our Northern New Jersey Offices will be recruiting on campus for these positions on Thursday, February 11, 1988, and we would love to have a chance to talk with you.

If you have any questions, please contact your Career Planning Office.
LAST CHANCE

to find out more about TKE
Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity
all interested men should plan to attend
SUBMARINE BOWLING NIGHT
This Tuesday February 9
8:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Clove Road Apartment Loft
(above Laundry Room)
SHARE IN THE EXPERIENCE
editorial

An ounce of prevention is a must for college life

Since the first wave of AIDS phobia, it has become more acceptable to discuss sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) and their prevention. The American public got its first taste of condom commercials and conservatives caved up on sex education policies. The British government instituted the practice of dispensing clean needles to drug addicts to prevent the spread of AIDS, and a similar program might be adopted in New York city and state. High school and college campuses around the nation were bombarded with safe-sex information. At MSC, lectures have included facts about AIDS, Dr. Ruth has addressed students on several areas of sexuality, and the manufacturer of Ramses condoms has distributed the product on campus campuses. Although MSC's Health Center tests for venereal disease, and the college is conveniently located near Planned Parenthood of Essex County, we lack one basic necessity in the war against STDs: condom vending machines on campus.

Yes, abstinence would give us the infallible security that the STD spread on campus would be controlled. But what young adults need today is practical prevention, not idealistic morals. Condom vending machines aren't just for parkway and hotel bathrooms anymore. They are an intelligent, and if located properly, a way to promote safe sex in the dorms and off campus. Now that condoms aren't used primarily for pregnancy prevention, but for saving lives, perhaps the need for an effective means of distribution will stir MSC towards the installation of these dispensers.

USA Pharmaceutical, Inc., began manufacturing and selling condom vending machines seven months ago, when they were approached by the University of Wisconsin-Madison. The campus was looking for an inexpensive way to make a wise investment and cosmically appealing to students. USA Pharmaceutical designed quality vending machines for the campus, and then began selling them across the country to other institutions.

MSC students could have these same vending machines on their campus. Not only are the machines supplying a necessary product for students, but they are profitable as well. For each condom sold, the college could retain a net profit of 80 to 90 percent. If the SGA or Residence Life were interested, to make a wise investment, it would take into serious consideration the idea of purchasing condom vending machines. Or the college could use the profits to offset Health Center costs. The campus community could greatly benefit all around—healthwise, safety-wise, and economically.

Rob's Remarks

Students should be heard

Do you as a student ever wonder why those administrative decisions which you feel should take precisely short time to make, for some reason seem to never get answered?

Well, one only needs to study the MSC college-wide committee structure at work to find the cause for these unexecusable delays. Let's take a typical request which has fallen victim to this system. The students who reside in the Clove Road apartment complex have always been faced with an incredibly unsafe, twenty-five foot high cliff on which to get from lot 28 to the base of Clove Road. The extremely steep path is made up of loose gravel and unsettled earth. During rain storms the path becomes a proverbial mud slide and a sheet of ice after a major snow storm.

Yet, for more years than one cares to admit, the pleas of these deserving students for a staircase have been chewed up by the college-wide committee structure and spit back at them. One committee after another reviews the situation, different committees make a proposal and then makes a recommendation.

Surprisingly, the parking committee had passed a motion at their meeting on March 17, 1987 calling for the construction of a staircase at Clove Road.

When asked why such a staircase has yet to be constructed, certain administrators respond with the standard, 'there is no money.' However, independent bids solicited by the SGA have indicated the cost of a staircase to be about $3,000. Why then has this project not been completed? One would hope that administrators choose not to ignore the Parking Committee's recommendation. Instead, this proposal, like the hundreds of others made by the faculty has not yet thrown a flag. The committee has three out of four department heads either in the Clove Road apartment complex have been lost in the bureaucracy.

This is only one sad example of a system gone astray. It is a system which publicly encourages the participation and input of students but at the same time attempts to stifle the opinions and suggestions made by students.

One needs to only speak with students who have served on a college-wide committee(s) or for that matter any committee(s) which is (are) dominated by administrators and/or faculty in order to fully appreciate the treatment these students receive. Conversations with students whom I have had the privilege to apperceive, the unprofessional behaviors and the pure nonse students are forced to put up with. The lack of input allowed by students: the lack of consideration given by a chairperson to the schedules of students when determining meeting times; and in the rare case a student is unable to attend a meeting which is properly scheduled, the distribution of either minutes or correspondence indicating the date, time and place of the next meeting is nonexistent.

To my disbelief there exists a committee which is so stacked with administrators I am surprised the faculty has not yet thrown a flag. The committee has three out of four department heads from within the same division serving as voting members. Each of these individuals are directly responsible and primarily liable for the day to day operation on which the committee advises. Talk about double dipping! Just when you thought it was never going to get better, though, the student body may still have a ray of hope. In Dec. 1986, Dr. Walters, president of MSC, and the Faculty Senate commissioned a select committee to review the status of shared academic governance at the college.

The Joint Commission on Academic Shared Governance (JCASG) was created after a report made by a Middle States Accreditation team visiting MSC. The team mentioned the need for the administration, faculty and students to work jointly toward the attainment of institutional goals. The ultimate goal of the JCASG is to recommend a model of academic shared governance indigenous to the needs of MSC. This model will include a restructuring of the college-wide committee system and the creation of a College Senate.

The American Association of University Professors in its "Joint Statement on Government of Colleges and Universities," the document the committee is basing a majority of its decisions on, states: "When students desire to participate responsibly in the government of the institution they attend, their wish should be recognized...Students expect, and have the right to expect...the freedom to discuss questions of institutional policy and operation."

The students deserve to be fairly represented on every committee and, once functioning, the College Senate. Only when a model allows for this, will the SGA support such a form of institutional government. It is about time that the students' voice was fully and clearly heard.

Rob Acerra
president, SGA
Racism in Super Bowl coverage

For weeks prior to Super Bowl XXII, all the nation heard was “Elway, Elway, Elway.” The billing for the game should have read, “Elway vs. The Redskins” because the media acted as if there were two teams, only one of which had a quarterback.

Well, Elway’s Broncos found a formidable foe in Redskin quarterback Doug Williams, the first African-American ever to play in the Super Bowl (James Harris of the LA Rams should have had the honor, but after having led the team that far, he was replaced just before the Super Bowl game with white quarterback Pat Hadden. Justice was served, however; the Rams lost).

In the wake of the furor raised by Jimmy “the Greek” Snyder, African-American media watchers have become incensed at the ill-phrased comments of sportscasters and the meager and unimpressive press coverage of African-Americans’ successes.

The comments made by Jimmy “the Greek,” albeit innocent, are indicative of the racist climate existing in both sports and the media today. Snyder was a CBS commentator for years. Who would have thought he harbored such stereotypical, racist views? Doesn’t it make you wonder who else might?

The print media was equally unimpressible. While Elway was boosted in bold-faced headlines of a local newspaper, Williams was belittled with smaller-typed heads. And while Elway’s form graced the cover of Sports Illustrated, Williams must have been born a toothache.

But the real insult was made during the telecast of the Super Bowl itself, in the biased comments of sports commentators Dan Dierdorf, Frank Gifford, and Al Michaels, who repeatedly made comments like, “Who would have believed this?” and gave only passing praise to Williams’ prowess.

Filled with a desire to give Elway consistent back-patting as the Broncos were in the throes of a sound thrashing, one commentator remarked, “Even losing the ball game derives a sense of satisfaction from (Elway)!” The announcer must have pulled a disc in his back stretching for that bit of praise. Are minorities thought to be so blind as to not perceive the disparities of the media? Yet, even the blind can tell the difference, as evidenced by a study done in the early 1970’s of a man who was able to tell the race of athletes simply by the tone of the announcer’s voice.

Last Sunday, then, the commentators screamed their prejudices as they shouted a touchdown by “ELWAY!” and murmured a touchdown by “williams.”

African-Americans and other minorities have been “lowercased” for too long. Why can’t our achievements be shouted as loud as, and with as much vigor as those made by the majority members of our society? Is it not wonder that African-Americans become indignant when asked, “Why do you have to have a Black History Month?”

For weeks the media called Elway a “Superman.” But Williams made history on Jan. 31, 1988, breaking records as he did so. The media and Marvel comics may not like it, but Williams proved that he was the Superman—with a capital “S”.

When the greater is the lesser

In the days of Greek civilization, the philosopher Socrates was accused of and tried for crimes against the state. Included among his alleged activities was the art of sophistry. To the elders in Athens, sophistry was “making the greater seem the lesser, and the lesser the greater.”

Socrates turned logic upside down.

Since then, civilization has progressed dramatically. Science has discovered new facts; new technologies were advanced. The difference between great civilized societies and lesser primitive states became more pronounced.

Two hundred years ago, Great Britain founded Australia as a way of dealing with the dark side of its civilization. Murderers, rapists, and other criminals were shipped off to the island continent.

Today, however, Australia is a thriving example of how great civilization can tame lesser, primitive wilderness. The people of Australia are celebrating their triumphs much as the United States did in 1976 for its bicentennial.

The celebrants have only one problem. Despite the longstanding history of the greatness of British civilization which is the bulwark of Australian society, the government faces ongoing protests from aboriginal peoples who are oppressed.

Of course, Australia is not the only place where oppression developed, and continues, as a result of “great” civilization trying to impress its ideals on “lesser” primitive groups. South Africa is a prime example of such oppression. The blacks, who are the overwhelming majority of the population, have struggled for years to gain equal rights. The government has refused to yield, however.

Here in the United States, it was not until the 1960’s that any progress was made in civil rights. In many cases, the progress has been only marginal, carrying more weight on paper than in practice.

In general, primitive societies do not practice the type of oppression characteristic of modern civilizations. There is no need to be better than others, and no need to be in control of them.

Socrates was not truly guilty of the sophistry he was accused of committing. But he certainly would have been able to tell when the greater is actually the lesser, and the lesser the greater.

Oren L. Zeve is a freelance columnist and an MSC alumnus.

DEPARTMENT OF RESIDENCE LIFE
ASSISTANT UNIT MANAGER POSITIONS AVAILABLE

IN BLANTON HALL, BOHN HALL, CLOVE ROAD APARTMENTS AND FREEMAN HALL FOR 1988-1989
ONE YEAR CONTRACTS FROM JUNE 1988 - JUNE 1989

COMPENSATION INCLUDES:
* CASH COMPENSATION AT 15 HOURS PER WEEK DURING THE ACADEMIC YEAR
* A FULL MEAL TICKET
* ROOM RENTAL WAIVER
* ADDITIONAL SUMMER COMPENSATION (SUMMER DUTIES MAY BE REQUIRED)

APPLICATIONS AND JOB DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE IN THE RESIDENCE LIFE OFFICE, 4th floor, BOHN HALL
BEGINNING MONDAY FEBRUARY 1 THRU FEB. 11, 1988

****APPLICATION DUE NO LATER THAN 4 pm ON TUESDAY FEBRUARY 16, 1988 TO THE OFFICE OF RESIDENCE LIFE

CANDIDATES INFORMATION MEETING ON WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1988 AT 6:30 pm
IN THE BOHN HALL LOUNGE
Personals
—Congrats Kevin, Matt and Jim! Buffalo is going to romp! Looking forward to starting. Love, Paquale.
—Hey Mike! Welcome to MSC. The Shadow. Thrish—Have you seen the new haircut of a certain member of September?
—Lauren, Daryl, Lisa, and Darlene—Can’t wait till Spring Break! Let’s get drunk and stupid big time! Hang on, y’alls.
—Pasta! I’ve got a number of people who want to join us “you know where.” Can we get group rates?
—Padre Art—I’ll find out.
—Alpha Phi Omega—There are just too many good times to stop now. Looking forward to 2/10/88 at my place. Father Art
—Chris—Your friends let the anniversary of your flight pass by without proper celebration. —Chris
—To my lil’ sisters of 5D—You’re Chi Omega! Get ready for a special time together. Love ya, Nanner.
—To all men of Montclair—We need to talk. The snoring has got to go. Love, Clove.
—To the mayor—Keep in touch. We miss you. Love, Boop.
—To #37 on the football team—Wanted letters, doctorate thesis, experience. Students needed to do it again—real soon. Love, LC.
—To my honey—Good luck with your birthday suit all day in—What are you doing? Love, Lisa.
—To my honey—Good luck with your birthday suit all day in—What are you doing? Love, Lisa.
—To the NSMHI—Keep in touch. We miss you. Love, Boop.
—To my honey—Good luck with your birthday suit all day in—What are you doing? Love, Lisa.
—To my honey—Good luck with your birthday suit all day in—What are you doing? Love, Lisa.

Wanted
—Telemarketing—Part-time, flexible hours, excellent rate plus incentive bonus. No product sales involved. DMC Employment, Inc. Little Falls 890-9500.
—All majors—earn money, gain experience. Students needed to work with the Passaic County Judge. Call Claudia at 777-0285 or 777-0283.
—The Montclarion/Thursday, February 4, 1988
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Classified

FOR EVER TAN
TANNING SALON

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
$50 a month unlimited

*BODY AND FACE TANNING
*7 DAYS A WEEK

"We guarantee the lowest prices
WE WILL MATCH ANY OTHER SALON'S OFFER"

—Staff member needs a ride from Central & Washington Avenue in West Caldwell to Montclair State College arriving at 8:30 A.M. Will compensate—call 893-4105 or 226-8983 after 6 p.m.

—GJM Resumes—You have spent thousands of dollars for your education. Invest a few more dollars to have a professionally formatted resume. For $15 we will prepare your resume ready for printing. Call us and we will send you an application.

—Attention_____
—Lifeguards wanted: Needed for condo in Hackensack for summer '88. Must have lifeguard certification, first aid, and CPR. Contact Ernesto (201) 343-3692.

—Attention_____
—201-227-3812.

—Newman- Catholic Campus Ministry will be February 26-28. For information call x7240 or 746-2323. 
—Ash Wednesday is February 17 this year. Look for schedule of services in next week's Montclarion.

Datebook_____
—Sunday, Feb. 7, The Newman Community will celebrate Mass at 11:00 a.m. in Kops Lounge, Russ Hall, and at 7:30 p.m. in the Newman Center.
—Tuesday, Feb. 9, MSC students interested in studying abroad Fall '88 Denmark, England, Israel, information sessions will be held in Russ Hall Room 124 at 4 p.m.
—Wednesday, Feb. 10, Mass will be celebrated at 2:30 p.m. at the Newman Center.

—Wednesday, Feb. 10, from 10 to 11 a.m., Career Services will sponsor a resume clinic. Bring a copy of your resume and have a counselor individually evaluate its effectiveness.

For Sale_____
—Rossignol Challenger 106 cm skis w/ Salomon 437, bindings, Rossi 46" poles, and ski tote w/lock. $85. Great for beginners. 
Call Allison 777-7985.

Lost and Found_____
—Lost: Quartz Citizen's Watch. If found, please bring to the Webster Hall desk or contact Kathy Weather in room 306. Your cooperation will be greatly appreciated.

Man.
Woman.
Life.
Death.
Infinity.
Tuna casserole.
One movie dares to tell it all.

KEVIN BACON ELIZABETH McGOVERN
SHES HAVING A BABY
A New Comedy About The Labor Of Life.

COMING FEBRUARY 5TH TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU

The Montclarion/Thursday, February 4, 1988

classified

cont. from p. 10
—Singer wanted: Very much alive female singer for dance album now in production. Must have R&B, Pop, cross over, vocal ability. Contact Edwin Productions at (201) 854-0423.
—15 persons wanted w/experience in Taekwondo to organize a club. If interested please contact me, Steve Granda at 361-7471. If not in, leave name and number.

The Alumni Association's
15th annual
PHONATHON
is being held on the evenings of Feb. 29 - March 3 and March 7 - 10th. The success of our venture depends largely upon you, the students! PHONATHON is a great opportunity to meet new people - and the organizations who solicit the most money from alumni will be awarded $250! SO GET INVOLVED! For more information, contact the Alumni House at 893-4141.
The battle against child abuse is usually a job for the police. But to whom do you turn when the abusers are the communist Vietnamese army, solidly supported by the United States' apathy?

You turn to Chuck Norris in Braddock: Missing in Action III, a military adventure about one soldier's endeavor to free a group of pre-teen Vietnamese-American kids trapped in a land without freedom.

Norris stars in this exciting sequel to Missing in Action II as no-nonsense rough-and-tumble Colonel James Braddock. He returns to Southeast Asia after receiving word from a Catholic priest in charge of a children's shelter near Hochiminh City that his wife and son are alive and well in Nam.

Braddock acts on this tip and proceeds to seek out his loved ones. After nearly getting bumped off by a brigade of CIA agents and Bangkok cops, Braddock arrives on the scene solely to be swept up by a Vietnamese infantry battalion.

His wife gets a 9 mm slug in the head, Braddock and his son get tortured, and the children's shelter gets shut down so that they can enjoy the full comforts of a Vietnamese prison camp.

Another likeable asset about Norris is that he doesn't puff and puff with macho lines like Dirty Harry. Norris is a brute, he does not come across as arrogant and superhuman.

Yehuda Efroni plays the children's shelter keeper as Reverend Pulsat. He does right as a priest with a heart of gold. His part, however, is overshadowed by Norris's dyanmic soldiery.

Efroni is present throughout the picture, yet his actions are always taking a back seat to Norris. I would like to see him have the reverend do more than just herd the children about like sheep.

In another frame, Braddock takes out an entire airstrip like a military adventure. Again, he makes use of his agile hands and feet instead of always letting the gun do the work.

In terms of photography, everything was vividly and the camera captured Norris' feet and hands vividly and the camera captured Norris' feet and hands vividly and explosions were out of sight. Sometimes, it even appeared that the camera was right in the middle of a fiery burst. The moviegoer felt as if he were partaking in the carnage.

The special effects, on the other hand, could have been polished up. A great deal of the explosions resembled an Indochina Day fireworks display more than an artillery shell impact.

The film is rated R for explicit language and subjects.

Dan Akroyd (Blues Brothers) is the resident looney in Couch Trip. This somewhat entertaining comedy explores mistaken identity and the sanity of the same (or are they insane?) people in society.

Walter Matthau and Donna Dixon co-star.

This movie is rated R for rock and roll. But the rest of the band consists of veterans Bob Dylan Joe Jackson and drummer Gary Burke who also produced Two Sides. The rest of the band consists of bassist Graham-Maby and horn and keyboard player Tony Aldin who also produced Two Sides. The rest of the band consists of Joe Jackson's band. Maby and Aiello also assist Kroll with vocals.

If your particular taste in music leans toward a lively, bouncy beat, then you'll probably enjoy this album. I personally found it somewhat disappointing.

The lyrics were unimaginative and lacked originality. It seemed as though I had heard them before, set to a different melody. Although the tunes were catchy, they lacked the maturity and sophistication I had expected from the veteran members.

Overall I found the album to be somewhat different than a combination of the styles of several established acts. Perhaps in time this band will achieve its own level of originality and produce an album that better reflects the talent the band encompasses.

—Karen Nelson
Tube Talk

By Ray Ecke
Staff Writer

It’s easy to tell when it’s sweeps month at the networks or “sweeps month” as it’s sometimes referred to as. During this time news and talk shows try to out-sensationalize one another.

Sally Jesse Raphael has out done them all. One particular show to be this Friday at 10 a.m. on ABC will be about seven nudists. There is nothing terribly new about the interview except the guests will be completely nude. The television audience, however, will not see below their necks. That’s entertainment?

As of Tuesday night Maddie on Moonlighting is married to some wimp she met on a train. Not only that but she’s also pregnant with David’s baby. Stay tuned for more.

Featured in the band, lead by Paul Shaffer, include keyboardists Billy Joel, Carol King and Warren Zevon. Guitarists Joe Walsh, Duane Eddy and Robert Clay join the jam session, along with saxophonists David Sanborn and Clarence Clemons and on vocals Cindi Lauper, Ben E. King, Roberts Flack and Ashford and Simpson. Set those VCR’s.

I am pleased to announce that the critically acclaimed It’s the Garry Shandling Show will be coming to the Fox network in March for their Sunday line-up. If you’ve never seen the show, which appears regularly on Showtime, it is probably the greatest innovation on television since color.

Want to hear something spooky? Heather O’Rourke, the little girl who uttered the immortal words, “they’re here” in Poltergeist died of complications during surgery for a bowel disorder. A few years earlier, the older sister in the movie was strangled by her boyfriend.

Hughes fathers a new comedy

By David M. Donahue
Correspondent

Hurray! Hurray! Finally somebody knows what it’s all about! Life, Love, Relationships, Marriage, and Family. They’re all here in this wonderful new romantic comedy by John Hughes (Planes, Trains, and Automobiles) entitled She’s Having a Baby.

It all takes place inside the main character’s mind. Jefferson “Jake” Briggs, played beautifully by Kevin Bacon and Francesca. We see all of his fantasies and anxieties towards marriage and life. His character is so well written that I found myself agreeing with many of his fears. Elizabeth McGovern (The Bedroom Window) plays Jake’s loving wife Kathy who is understanding and never gives Jake any trouble, until that is, she decides to have a baby.

The trouble develops because Jake faces his own existence. Our hero’s manhood is being tested by everyone and everything around him. Jake is questioned until Kathy goes to the hospital for the baby’s delivery. It is here that he discovers his destiny! This results in a beautiful climax.

The lives of these two people become central to our interest and we find we’re cheering them on, laughing when they laugh, crying when they cry, and loving where they’re going because we all want to go there too.

The characters are so well written; from Jake’s best friend coming on to Kathy, to both sets of inlaws, as well as the neighbors and business relationship of Jake’s.

Again this is all seen from Jake’s overly active imagination so our thoughts do tend to stray to what Kathy may be thinking. But this does not interfere with the continuity of the film.

However, the financial situation for the characters is difficult to accept. They’re newlyweds, just starting out, having no problems to deal with is a little unrealistic. Then again we are talking Hollywood, not reality.

Hughes has finally gotten away from his teen films and is dealing with adult relationships. This movie, which was originally scheduled for an August release, is a break through for Hughes. He has written, produced, and directed this film and the praise is all his.

Opening this Friday, it is a movie everyone who’s ever been in love and knows what goes with it will enjoy! She’s Having a Baby deserves three and one half stars.

Lame Movie of the Week:

Reform School Girls (1986). Rock star Wendy O. Williams runs around in mail order lingerie bossing everyone around until a new arrival takes over on prison o’erprates. It airs on HBO, Saturday at 1 a.m. Happy Viewing!

Ring of Hate

Dave is on NBC’s blue chip show to be aired sometime soon. In May on public television, Garry Shandling Show fans can watch a great new addition, in addition to the critically acclaimed Garry Shandling Show, which appears regularly on Showtime, with Ashford and Simpson, Paul Shaffer, Clay, Clarence Clemons, and Warren Zevon.

For further information and reservations contact: JILL LIEBERMAN 783-2148

St. JAMES 783-2148

For information on breast cancer, call your local American Cancer Society. We’re here to help.

COMMODORE 128

If you’re looking for a very powerful computer that you can use with a 128 or 256 color display, look no further. The Commodore 128 chassis is exactly like that of the Commodore 64, and it will support the same peripherals. The 128, however, features twice the memory of the 64, and it can run at a greater speed. Also, the 128 has a built-in disk drive. If you’re looking for a computer that can handle the most demanding applications, the Commodore 128 is it. It’s a fantastic machine, and it’s available from your local electronics store. You can’t go wrong with the Commodore 128.
The
STUDENT INTRAMURAL & LEISURE COUNCIL

SILC PRESENTS 5-ON-5 BASKETBALL Men's & Women's

Competitive and Recreational (16 Team Limit)

Games Held At Panzer Gym- 8:00 - 11:00 pm M-R
Applications Due February 10th at Team Captain's Meeting

Officials/Scorekeepers Needed
Training Clinics Offered For Beginners
Contact Frank Petrozzino at 893-7494

Applications and Information Available at the Following Offices:

SILC
Rm. 121 S.C. Annex
893-5245

Athletic Office A
Panzer Gym
893-5233

Fieldhouse
Lower Quarry
893-7494

NEW MEMBERS WELCOME
Stop by the SILC office in Room 121 of the Student Center and look for upcoming events

Co-Rec Volleyball
Foul Shooting
3-on-3 Basketball
Wrestling
Game Room Triathlon

SILC is a Class I of the SGA
Super Bowl bettors and ‘Greek’ losers once again

Super Bowl XXII ended in a traditional mauing. Since the strike-riddled season is over, here are a few reflections in regards to the game and what goes along with it.

As with any sport, when the final gun was blown, so was money from the pockets of gamblers. Oddsmakers established the game’s pointspread in Denver’s favor at 31⁄2 points immediately after it defeated Cleveland in the American Football Conference championship game. For one quarter in the Super Bowl, the spread was semi-close, but the Redskins’ second period explosion changed that.

The only way integrity can be preserved in the game is through the fan and the National Football League. The best “tip” in regards to gambling is not to get involved in it. Part of the problem, however, is Las Vegas, where every bet from the point spread to the opening coin toss was available.

Speaking of problems, the 1987-88 season also featured the dismissal of Jimmy “The Greek” Schneider from CBS-TV. All I have to say is, good for him! For over a decade, The Greek was nothing more than a television leech. His analysis, odds and attitude were overbearing to say the least, receiving a paycheck whether he was right or wrong.

His ridiculous racial comments cost him a job, but do not be surprised that his position as oddsmaker/analyst had something to do with his dismissal. The CBS management needed a reason to fire Schneider, and the racial slurs he made during a Washington television interview was a perfect opportunity to do so. Don’t look for a replacement analyst next season on The NFL Today show, as CBS has decided not to use oddsmakers on the program.

Those who will heed the advice in this article and refrain from taking part in gambling should be able to enjoy upcoming sporting events. For those who do not, the National Basketball Association playoffs are near, and those bookies will be there to suck up your money as quickly as you put it out. If one did not go bankrupt from the Super Bowl, he/she is sure to be in the red when the NBA Finals emerge. After all, there is a lot more opportunities to lose money in those matchups.

Trivia Time-Out

Each week, The Montclarion publishes a list of sports questions and answers to test your knowledge of sports trivia. In addition, there is a sports stumper which will be answered in the following issue.

If you think you have the correct answer to the stumper, drop it off at The Montclarion office in Room 113 of the Student Center Annex. The names of those submitting the correct answer will be published in the next week’s issue. Deadline for submissions is Monday at 3 p.m.

1. Who was the American League home run king of 1909, with nine home runs?
2. Name one of the two teams that joined the National League in 1969.
3. Who coached the Baltimore Colts in Super Bowl III?
4. What U.S. sports figure was the first to be paid an annual salary of $100,000?
5. What National League pitcher won 363 games during his career and won the Cy Young award in 1957?

Answer to last week’s stumper:
What University of Michigan player won the Heisman trophy in 1940?

Answer: Christian

Answer to this week’s stumper:
What is former NFL great Sonny Jurgenson’s real first name?

Answer: Sean Verdi

What’s What

in MSC sports

Men’s Swimming

Bob Bagnato posted the only first place individual finish for the Indians against a tough William Paterson squad as the MSC dropped a 102-52 defeat to the Pioneers Thursday. Bagnato took the 200 breaststroke in 2:27.70. The 400 freestyle relay team, consisting of Karl Angersbach, Mike Pavolony, Mike Spano, and Cesar Atehortua also took first in 3:51.19 to close out the meet. Last night, the Indians picked up a forfeit win over St. Francis.

Women’s Swimming

The MSC women’s swim team finished the year with a strong dual meet performance against William Paterson. The Indians won eight of 11 events, but could not overcome the Pioneers’ depth, losing by a score of 95-84.5. Once again Gail Meneghin was a triple winner, taking the 1000 meter freestyle (11:16.58), the 200 IM (2:24.43), and the 200 meter breaststroke (2:33.83). Tabitha Jacobus also contributed by winning two events, the 100 meter freestyle (59.18) and the 500 meter freestyle (5:33.34). Upcoming meets: Feb. 12-14, Metro Championships at Trenton State, TBA.

Wrestling

MSC improved their record to 6-9-1 with a 23-22 victory over FDU-Teaneak. Karl Monaco’s (150) pin of Joel Seabrook at 3:52 proved to be the winning margin. The Indians won decisions in four other matches, including Pete Georgoutos’ 14-6 decision in the 190 pound class and decision victories by Pete Gonzalez (134), Mike Massefski (142) and Mike Picozzi (167). Upcoming matches: Sat., Essex Cup, TBA.

Men’s Basketball

Junior Tom Deutsch scored a season-high 19 points in a losing cause as the Indians dropped a 82-66 decision to Glassboro State Saturday. The loss was the sixth in a row for MSC, who fell to 2-15. Upcoming games: Sat., vs. Jersey City State (H), 8:00; Wed., vs. Rutgers-Newark (H), 8:00.

Jet’s Journal

By Perry Schwarz

Some New York fans that did win a bet in last week’s Super Bowl might be surprised that their winnings will be non-existent. The 13th precinct raided an illegal gambling site that reportedly had a total of over $5,000,000 placed in bets. The men arrested in the raid were held until the game began so that no transactions would be made before kickoff.

Those who will heed the advice in this article and refrain from taking part in gambling should be able to enjoy upcoming sporting events. For those who do not, the National Basketball Association playoffs are near, and those bookies will be there to suck up your money as quickly as you put it out. If one did not go bankrupt from the Super Bowl, he/she is sure to be in the red when the NBA Finals emerge. After all, there is a lot more opportunities to lose money in those matchups.

What’s What

in MSC sports

Men’s Swimming

Bob Bagnato posted the only first place individual finish for the Indians against a tough William Paterson squad as the MSC dropped a 102-52 defeat to the Pioneers Thursday. Bagnato took the 200 breaststroke in 2:27.70. The 400 freestyle relay team, consisting of Karl Angersbach, Mike Pavolony, Mike Spano, and Cesar Atehortua also took first in 3:51.19 to close out the meet. Last night, the Indians picked up a forfeit win over St. Francis.

Women’s Swimming

The MSC women’s swim team finished the year with a strong dual meet performance against William Paterson. The Indians won eight of 11 events, but could not overcome the Pioneers’ depth, losing by a score of 95-84.5. Once again Gail Meneghin was a triple winner, taking the 1000 meter freestyle (11:16.58), the 200 IM (2:24.43), and the 200 meter breaststroke (2:33.83). Tabitha Jacobus also contributed by winning two events, the 100 meter freestyle (59.18) and the 500 meter freestyle (5:33.34). Upcoming meets: Feb. 12-14, Metro Championships at Trenton State, TBA.

Wrestling

MSC improved their record to 6-9-1 with a 23-22 victory over FDU-Teaneak. Karl Monaco’s (150) pin of Joel Seabrook at 3:52 proved to be the winning margin. The Indians won decisions in four other matches, including Pete Georgoutos’ 14-6 decision in the 190 pound class and decision victories by Pete Gonzalez (134), Mike Massefski (142) and Mike Picozzi (167). Upcoming matches: Sat., Essex Cup, TBA.

Men’s Basketball

Junior Tom Deutsch scored a season-high 19 points in a losing cause as the Indians dropped a 82-66 decision to Glassboro State Saturday. The loss was the sixth in a row for MSC, who fell to 2-15. Upcoming games: Sat., vs. Jersey City State (H), 8:00; Wed., vs. Rutgers-Newark (H), 8:00.
MSC swimmers have high hopes

By Kenny Peck
Sports Editor

The men's and women's swim teams head into the Metropolitan Championships with high hopes for a strong showing.

The women's meet will be held February 12-14, while the men will be in action February 25-27.

Head Coach Jim Billesimo feels the two teams are well suited for the upcoming meets.

"The Metro's are geared more towards individual competition, and since we lack depth on the teams, this is the type of meet we can do well in," he explained.

Billesimo has good reason to be optimistic, because both teams make up for what they lack in quantity with quality.

And a lot of it.

Senior co-captains Gail Meneghin and Jackie Press head a formidable group of female swimmers. Press competes in the 100 and 200 meter breaststroke, the 100 meter fly and the 200 meter freestyle, while Meneghin swims mainly in the 100 and 200 meter breaststroke.

Meneghin is "ecstatic" over her performance this season, citing "hard work, good coaching, and a desire to go out with a bang" as reasons for her outstanding performance again this season. She feels that she is in "the best shape" she has ever been in for the Metros.

Press, who is also enjoying a good campaign, points to the "camaraderie" of both teams as a factor in their success, and feels that "being such a close-knit team definitely benefits everyone, because we help each other out."

Sophomore Tabitha Jacobus, who swims in the 50, 100, and 200 meter freestyle events is close to qualifying for the Nationals in the latter.

Jacobus was hampered by an illness as well as various injuries which compromised her race times early in the season. But she feels she is now rounding into form in time for the Metros.

Junior Kim Muller has been a pleasant surprise for Billesimo. Muller—who has an excellent opportunity to make the Nationals—feels she "has done better this season" than in previous seasons. But it is no surprise to her because "I've worked hard in practice all year."

The remainder of the women's team is made up of Alycia Witten, Leslie DeLlaca, Sandy Sanchez, Michelle Mansion, Katie LaRosa, Fran Cullen, Patty Rudolph, Grace Smith and Raquel Farra.

On the men's team, captain Andy Pecoraro says he "can't think of any team member who hasn't improved his time. It doesn't show in our record (the men are 1-8, the women 3-2) because of our lack of depth, but it will show in the Metros."

Senior Karl Angersbach, who swims in the 50 and 100 yard freestyle among other events, also believes a reason for his success "has something to do with the excitement of swimming for a new coach, probably because you push yourself to impress him."

Junior Mike Pavolony says this season has been the best he has ever had, and Billesimo is a big part of his improvement.

"I believe Coach Billesimo has made a good adjustment to all of our individual needs and wants, and that's the key, because he gives everyone individual attention."

Other members of the men's squad include Cesar Atehortua, Bobby Bagnato, Mark Powell, Rich Volpi and Mike Spano.

Gambling and the Greek: Not so 'Super'.

see page 15.

Set sights on Metro Championships

Women hoop team tops Profs, Ramapo

By Kenny Peck
Sports Editor

The MSC women's basketball team improved their record to 15-6 with a 52-39 win over conference rival Glassboro State at Panzer Gym Tuesday night.

Senior Nancy Phillips, who was named Woman Player of the Week by the New Jersey Sportswriters Association, scored 22 points to lead the Indians, while senior Sue Ehrmann scored six points and grabbed nine rebounds.

MSC 60- Ramapo 31

Senior Nancy Phillips scored 16 points while Francis Collins, Nicky Rose and Sue Ehrmann each added eight to lead MSC to a New Jersey Athletic Conference (NJAC) victory at Ramapo Friday night.

"The win was a total team effort," Head Coach Jill Jeffrey said. "Everyone played well, and it's encouraging to see our younger players developing their self-confidence."

"We had a well-balanced scoring attack, and that's what we'll need in our next four games (all NJAC matchups)," said Jeffrey.


MSC's Susan Kameno in action last night at Panzer Gym. The Gymnastics team is back in action again on the following dates:

Sat., Feb. 6, at Ithaca, 1:00; Sat., Feb. 13, vs. So. Conn. (H), 1:00; Tues., Feb. 16, vs. Hunter (H), 6:00; Sun., Feb. 21, State Championships (NJIRA) (H), 2:00; Sat., Feb. 27, ECAC Championships, at Salem St., 12:00; Tues., March 1, vs. Trenton State, (H), 7:30; Fri.-Sat., March 25-26, Regional Championships, TBA; Tues.-Wed, April 1-2, National Championships, TBA.